
SK2300 Quantum Entanglement lab  

 

To prepare for this lab, read pages 1-8 of the attached manual. 

 

Lab tasks:1. 

- First, we test out experimental setup. Remove the half-wave plate in front of the pump. Next 

find the polarizers’ setting that minimizes the coincidence counts between the detectors. Can 

you identify the polarization of the input laser?  

- Measure the visibility of the output photons V=(Cǁ- Cꓕ)/((Cǁ+Cꓕ)) in the HV basis. Measure the 

visibility in the Diagonal (D) 45 degrees and Anti-diagonal (A) -45 degrees basis. 

- Fix one polarizer to be in the H state, then rotate the second polarizer in steps of 5 degrees. 

Record the single detector counts and coincidence counts. How do they behave as a function 

of angle? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lab tasks:2 

- Insert the half-wave in front of the pump.  



- Measure the visibility of the output photons V=(Cǁ- Cꓕ)/((Cǁ+Cꓕ)) in the HV basis. Measure the 

visibility in the Diagonal (D) 45 degrees and Anti-diagonal (A) -45 degrees basis 

- Fix one polarizer to be in the H state, then rotate the second polarizer in steps of 5 degrees. 

Record the single detector counts and coincidence counts. How do they behave as a function 

of angle? Explain and contrast the result with lab task 1. Would it be possible to obtain such 

correlations with a source of unpolarized photon pairs, in combination with a set of polarizers 

and beam splitters? 

 

Lab tasks:3 

- The input half wave plate setting can change the output bell state between ɸ+ and ɸ-. Note 

that these states can be expressed in the HV or AD basis as follows. 
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Record all of the following coincidences in the HV basis 

- HH 

- HV 

- VH 

- VV 

Record all of the following coincidences in the DA basis 

- DD 

- DA 

- AD 

- AA 

Rotate the half wave plate in front of the pump by 180 degrees, and repeat the measurements 

above. Can you identify the created bell state at each setting half wave plate setting? 

 

Lab task:4 

Select the setting of the half-wave plate that produces the state ɸ+. In the controller press the middle 

button until you end up at the CHSH-menu where you can do 16 different measurements. Record 

coincidences for the 16 different polarizer combinations, by tapping the panel after setting the 

polarizers.  If you cannot reach a value with the polarizer, add or subtract 180degrees, this will do the 

same. – and + correspond to (A) -45 degrees and (D)+45 degrees. The controlled will automatically 

calculate the inequality for you, additionally the sheet below gives you more information and how it 

is calculated. 

 



 






















































